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Paper Globe

SUPPLIES NEEDED

- printed out template
- scoring tool (knitting needle, skewer, chopstick)
- tape/glue
- coloring implements (optional)
- scissors

NOTES

These paper globes are such versatile canvases! Experiment and have fun creating and decorating them!

01 COLOR, CUT, SCORE, FOLD

- Color the strips as desired.
- Score along the arches of all 3 strips.
- Cut all 3 strips out along the solid line.
- Gently fold along the arched scored line, then unfold.

02 TAPE, BEGIN CONSTRUCTION

- Tape 2 strips into tubes.
- Place one tube into the other tube, as shown above.

03 CONTRUCT, TAPE

- Take the third strip and put it over the inside tube but under the outside tube as shown above.
- Once third strip is placed, tape into tube shape.

04 REARRANGE

- Rearrange tubes so that the scored partial circles show on the outside faces of the paper globe.

05 FORM, ENJOY

- Form paper ball by popping all the scored semi-circles inward.
- ENJOY!